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Abstract. The main purpose of this research is to find a correlation
between the changes on chatbot training dataset and the impact on the
performances of the chatbot itself.
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background of the problem

Nowadays the chatbot technology is widely used in human machine interaction[1], allowing people to interact with complex backend systems using the
natural language. There are a lot of examples in the consumer market ( e.g.
Alexa, Siri, ok Google ecc)[2] as well as in the corporate market ( e.g. chatbot
for customer service). In both cases the general goal of a chatbot is to communicate properly with the user, by responding to the user request in a coherent
and in the most ”natural” way. Therefore, chatbots need to classify each users
request according to the specific use cases they are able to manage. The chatbot
classifier is trained by exploiting a set of sample phrases, taken from previous
usage or handmade, divided into groups called intents. The more these phrases
are similar to the phrases that will be inputted by the user, the more the classifier of the chatbot will perform well. Another characteristic that will affect the
performances is the way these phrases are grouped into intents. Each intent must
contain phrases that share a topic, in order to provide the chatbot pipeline with
indications on how to handle each single request. In other words, the intent must
contain phrases that need to be answered in a similar way by the chatbot. Due
to the nature of the user interaction with a chatbot, the first setup of the dataset
can become outdated during the lifetime of the chatbot. This lack of updated
settings impact on the chatbot performances. This means that it is necessary to
operate some changes on the chatbot to adapt it to new configurations. In order
to maintain a healthy classificator, the possible changes that can be done are
related to the phrases used to train it, so by removing or adding training phrases,
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or by changing the intents composition, so by changing the intent assigned to
each phrase, always guided by the needs of the users. For instance, there can be
users asking for new information that was not included in the previous training.
In this case a new intent must be added to the chatbot[3]. Other problems can
be related to the responses of the chatbot, that can be vague as regards a subset
of phrases belonging to some intents. In this case the intent can be split into
multiple intents that cover the particular cases[4]. There also can be topics no
more relevant for the chatbot so the relative intents, and relative phrases, can
be eliminated.
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problem description

Nowadays, the only way to estimate the impact of the chatbot’s intents changes
on its performances is done by training the chatbot itself and testing it. Those
procedures are expensive as regards both time and economic costs. The purpose
of this research is to train a model that can predict the impact of intents modification on the chatbot performances without the need of training it. The chatbot
modifications considered will be intent removal, addition or modification. The
intent modifications will be composed of phrases addition, rimotion or modification. During the data collection phase multiple chatbots will be trained, starting
from the same set of phrases. The differences from one training to another will
be the assignment of each phrase to an intent and the phrases selected. These
changes will be done in order to simulate the possible configurations that the
intent modification proposed could generate. For instance, the chatbot could be
trained starting from all the phrases and then removing one group of phrases
belonging to an intent at a time. The same could be done for each modification proposed. Every time a chatbot is trained, the relative performances will
be calculated and assigned to the training dataset configuration. In this way,
a new dataset is created, composed by the input training dataset, paired with
the performances of chatbot training on it. From now on we will refer to this
dataset as Performances dataset. Since the purpose of this research is to study
the impact of these changes on the chatbot system in the most complete way,
different chatbots and parts of the chatbot will be trained. Since the intents
compositions impact mostly on the classifier part of the chatbot, the first step
will be done on that. This means that the chatbot will be composed of a single
NLP classifier[5], and the relative performances will be precision, recall and f1score. Different NLP classifiers will be explored. A second step will be focused
on using a complete chatbot for training and evaluation. This second test will
study the impact of the dataset modification on the overall system of a chatbot.
In order to evaluate the performances of these complex systems different metrics
can be used, for example Dialogue efficency in terms of matching type, Dialogue
quality metrics based on response type and Users’ satisfaction assessment based
on an open-ended request for feedback[6]. Each one of those will highlight different aspects of the chatbot. Once the Performances dataset is created, the main
methods of prediction will be applied, such as regression, Neural Network, ecc,
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in order to infer the performance of a chatbot[7]. During all the steps described
above, in order to operate on the data, all the data manipulation techniques for
Natural Language will be used ( Embedding, PCA, Lemmatization, ecc.) This
process will be performed on multiple chatbot’s intents datasets, provided by
the company. The chatbot datasets are composed of Italian phrases and cover
different areas of content ( banking chatbot, FAQ chatbot for different Client
services, ecc..).
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conclusions

The expected result is a model that, starting from any chatbot datasets configuration, could predict the performances of the chatbot itself, without the needs
of training it. The resulting model should be computationallyl simpler than the
original chatbot and should be accurate enough, in order to remove the need
of the training phase for evaluation. This kind of model could help the process
of creation and maintenance of a chatbot, by providing the users with an instrument that facilitates the assignment of intents to the training phrases and
suggesting which phrases will be useful in the training process. A possible future
implementation is to use the model to automatically correct the initial intent
assignment and provide the best dataset for chatbot training, saving time and
computational costs.
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